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Chrome pdf viewer not working 2020

Google Chrome is in fact a fantastic browser, and its built-in PDF viewer allows you to view the PDF file before downloading. This is probably the most interesting feature available by default, and if you want to view all our PDF files quickly, it is possible due to the extension. What if your Chrome PDF viewer doesn't work
as well as it should, annoying, right?. Don't worry, as this article is very simple to deal with your problem and brings out the solutions as well. Keep moving to find out! If PDF files don't load even after the PDF viewer opens them, it's time to try disabling the extension. It could be due to a bad internet connection or some
failure with the extension itself. If the first is not the reason, the broken extension can be tested. To do this, open the incognito mode of your Chrome. Upload the website where the PDF file is available. Go to Settings by clicking three vertical dots next to your profile picture &gt; More Tools &gt; Extensions. Here, disable
the extension and re-enable it. To submit to this method while the Chrome PDF viewer doesn't work, follow the steps below. Open Chrome Settings &gt; click Advanced Site Settings &gt; Privacy &amp; Security &gt; click PDF Documents &gt; turn off the switch that says Download PDF files instead of automatically
opening them in Chrome. Close the browser and restart it once again.3. Remove MalwareE even after performing the above two steps, your Chrome PDF viewer is not working and creating challenges to solve; could be a hit of malware in the system browser. To do this, you have two options waiting. First option:
Google's built-in security and protection tool is provided with Chrome itself. For this, go to Chrome://settings/cleanup. Click the Search button next to Search for harmful software and let it run. At some point, it will probably display malicious activities that run through the browser. Second option: Run Systweak Anti-
Malware on your Mac or Advanced System Protector on Windows to protect your system and browser from any threats. These tools will not only remove the malware present, but also keep the system safe from any future problems.4. Update &amp; Clear CookiesEérvenlo if you could not solve this problem using a
malware removal tool, do not be discouraged. It's time to check for some updates and delete browsing data cookies. Start by pressing Ctrl + Shift + Delete. Now, you'll land on Chrome Clear Browsing Data. In the Basic section, select cookies and cached images &gt; Choose all the time in the Time &gt; finally press Clear
Data. These steps will remove all cookies set in the browser and break the distortion chain in the extension. Now to upgrade, go to the three vertical lines or burger icon and select Help &gt; About Chrome. If there is an update, Chrome will notify and install it on its own. Same. Most likely it solves the Chrome PDF viewer
problem, it doesn't work.5. Reset ChromeOnce again, go to Advanced in Chrome Settings and scroll down to the bottom. Locate the Reset and Clean section. Click Open restore settings to their original defaults &gt; in the new pop-up window, select Reset Settings. And that's it! Wrap-Up We think this would solve your
Chrome PDF viewer problem not working for now! Hopefully, the situation is back to normal, and Chrome can work as it was. Works? Let us know in the comments section below. Also, check: Only this week my embedded calendar was previewing wonderfully. Tonight, the night before the first day of school, pdf files will
not be previewed even after you have selected the option to do so. When you click on the link go directly to the download, which is NOT what I want. Help!!! I'm using Google Chrome. Chrome is very popular with its users because of the many features it provides. One of its most precious features is the built-in PDF
viewer that allows you to view the files before downloading and eliminates the need to install any third-party PDF viewer. However, because Chrome went away from the Adobe NPAPI plugin to its own PDF viewer, there are some issues that appear when trying to view PDF files when using the native PDF viewer. These
issues can be of various types, such as automatic download of PDF files, scrolling issues, and incorrect loading of content. How to repair Chrome PDF Viewer does not work? No need to panic as I will show you how to overcome this problem using these fixes. The reasons why this problem occurs are very trivial and
there are very easy fixes that you can implement to resolve them. Check these fixes based on the type of error you are facing. • FIX 1 (Disable Extensions) If the PDF viewer opens but you cannot upload a PDF file, this solution may be for you. Sometimes it happens that the PDF viewer is grayed out, as in the upload
phase and never loads the PDF file. This can happen due to two possible reasons: Poor Internet connection speed Incorrect behavior extensions First, check if you have a bad internet connection. This may be why your PDF files take a long time to load. If your Internet connection is FINE and you are receiving reliable
speeds on other websites, there may be a broken extension that is causing the PDF viewer to malfunction. To confirm is a broken extension is causing the mishap, there is a simple method to ⌂ Open a browser incognito window and load the website hosting the PDF file. All extensions are disabled by default in incognito
mode. If the file loads perfectly in incognito mode, it is confirmed that some broken extension is causing this error in the normal window. You now need to disable extensions and re-enable them one by one to identify which extension misbehaves. This may sound tedious, but it's the best way to what's wrong with your
browser. If there are no broken extensions, or no downloaded extensions of any kind, the next solution may be for you. • FIX 2 (Disable Downloads) One of the most common reasons for this issue is because Chrome is configured to download PDF files that open instead of viewing them natively in the browser. This
setting can be changed for any reason, but disabling this setting changes it back to viewing PDF files in the browser instead of downloading. To change these settings, follow these steps: Open Chrome settings from the burger menu (≡) in the top right corner. Navigate to and click Advanced. Click Site Settings under
Privacy &amp; Security Scroll down to find and click PDF Documents. Turn off the toggle switch next to Download PDF files instead of automatically opening them in Chrome. Restart your browser. Now, when you visit a PDF site, you should open the file in Chrome instead of downloading it. Note: However, if the URL
hosting the PDF has set the attachment as its Content-Disposition header, the PDF of that website will be downloaded no matter what. All other websites other than these will allow you to view PDF files instead of downloading. • FIX 3 (Malware Removal) If the incognito mode also showed the error and downloads were
disabled by default, there may potentially be malware on your system that is causing this error. Because Google prioritizes the security and protection of user data, developers have provided Chrome with their own malware detection and removal tool. To use the cleanup tool and find malware, visit the following site:
chrome://settings/cleanup Click the Search button next to the 'Find and Remove Harmful Software' to run the verification tool. After some time, Chrome will show you a search result for all potentially malicious software on your device that may be causing the error. • FIX 4 (Update and delete cookies) If there is no
malware on your device, the files needed to run Chrome may be broken or corrupted. If your browser has an outdated cache, you may see this error. Press Ctrl+Shift+Delete key to open 'Clear Browsing Data' from Chrome Here select cookies and cached images and files for your browser. Click Clear Data to clean up all
the files selected in the previous step. 4. Then click the burger menu (≡) and hover over Help. 5. Click About Chrome. 6. If an update is on hold, Chrome will detect it and ask you install it automatically. This should resolve the error you were having with PDF files that are not loaded into your browser. If this also doesn't
resolve the issue, you can also use the Adobe PDF add-in to view files. • FIX 5 (Use Adobe Plugin) If any of the above fixes did not work for you, you can resolve this error using the Adobe acrobat extension of the Chrome Webstore. Visit this page (Adobe Acrobat Acrobat and click Add to Chrome. Note: If you already
have the Adobe PDF viewer on your system, you do not need to perform this step. When you visit a web page that hosts a PDF file, a pop-up window appears above the Chrome PDF viewer prompting you to open this page in Adobe Acrobat Reader. Conclusion Chrome does not allow you to perform advanced functions
such as finding a specific word in the PDF document. But it is a good intermediate to download PDF files as you can check if you need the file permanently on your system. If you were also riddled with PDF files that don't open in Chrome, now you know how to fix the Chrome PDF viewer without working with the 5 fixes
given above. Comment below to tell us which method solved your problem and discuss more for it. Help CenterCommunityAnnouncementsGoogle Chrome SearchClear searchClose searchGoogle apps Application menu If you don't want to install desktop software, why not consider switching to an alternative browser
that you can actually trust? In WindowsReport we strongly recommend Opera because of what it has to offer. The PDF viewer in Opera works like a charm every time. No mistakes, no kind. Not to mention that upload speeds are significantly better than in Chrome and there are no separate processes for each tab you
open. It is fast, reliable and, above all, private. Run a PC Scan with Restoro Repair Tool to find errors that cause security issues and slowdowns. Once the scan is complete, the repair process will replace the corrupted files with new Windows files and components. Privacy protection is the foundation of Opera, but its
user interface, customization features and overall stability are also difficult to overlook. Put Opera to the test today by downloading it from the link below. Viewing Opera PDF in Opera works smoothly and opening even large files is quick lighting. Privacy protection comes as the perfect bonus! Get it for free Visit website 3.
Reinstall Chrome You will need to reinstall Google Chrome and restart your computer after that. There are several ways to do this, but the best is to use uninstall software like IOBit Uninstaller. By using uninstall software, you will ensure that Google Chrome is completely deleted along with all your files and registry
entries. Iobit Uninstaller 9 Pro Remove Google Chrome in just a few seconds without leaving a trace behind. After cleaning your PC, the system will work like new. 4. Activate chrome PDF viewer After checking if Chrome PDF viewer is enabled or not, the next step will be to re-enable it. The only way to do this is to go to
You can access this using the Google Chrome address bar. If you are looking for an easier solution to access this page, you can open the Options menu from the Chrome window and press Settings, then go to Privacy and Settings. It's the same solution, but maybe easier to access it this way. Now, find the content
settings. Go to Content Settings and locate PDF Documents. When you are in the PDF Documents option, a switch will appear to open PDF files with another program. This means that when this switch is in the ON position, the Google Chrome PDF viewer is disabled. Therefore, what you'll need to do now is turn it off to
re-enable the Chrome PDF viewer. Nothing easier than that. We really hope that this above solution will work for you and Google Chrome PDF Viewer will act properly from now on. However, if this error message will appear again, you will need to repeat the above solutions and it will be corrected again. Hopefully, one of
these solutions was useful and your Chrome PDF viewer works correctly without the Disabled by Enterprise Policy error message. Editor's Note: This post was originally published in May 2019 and has been since it was renewed and updated in August 2020 for freshness, precision and completeness. Editor's Note: This
article was originally published in May 2019 and was renewed and updated in September 2020 for its freshness, accuracy and completeness. Completeness.
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